
The drive from Lusaka to Kasabushi Camp.      Updated Jan 2020 

Firstly, don’t confuse the Kafue Road to Kafue town (south of Lusaka) with the Mumbwa Road that 

heads west to the Kafue National Park.   

The turn off from Lumumba Road onto Mumbwa Road is not signed but once you are on the M9 it is  

good tar (a few potholes) until our sign on the left and the turn-off onto gravel for the last 45kms. 

The drive west on the M9 is interesting and easy as you leave the city behind and pass open fields, 

farms, villages, schools and churches, you’ll see Zambian village life passing you by.  Seasonal fruit 

and veg can be bought from the side of the road but tomatoes are always on sale.  Look out for the 

statuesque Baobab trees on the way too. 

There are permanent check-points on the M9 – Westwood Police Station about 15kms from Lusaka 

and a Police check-point 65kms further on.  There can be temporary stop points from time to time 

but they are always manned by uniformed Police. 

40kms before Mumbwa is the Lushomo Filling Station at Nangoma.  There is also a fuel station 

16kms before Mumbwa, turn right for 4kms to the Zambia Air Force base.  

The Mumbwa Toll Plaza is about 10kms before Mumbwa, the fee for vehicles is K20. 

Mumbwa is the first large town (and last before camp) 153kms from Lusaka and 172kms from camp.   

The last opportunity to buy fuel is the Oil Bay filling station with a small vehicle repair centre just 

before the Mumbwa turn-off (it does not stock Low Sulphur diesel). It has a well-stocked shop and 

snack bar too and accepts credit cards when there is network. There is also a Total filling station in 

Mumbwa town (3kms from the M9 turn-off and just off the first roundabout you come to).  There 

are a few ATMs in Mumbwa, a market and many shops. 

Fuel does run out at filling stations occasionally and sometimes there is fuel but no power. Bear in 

mind you’ll need fuel for game drives too so plan ahead and don’t leave yourself short. 

The Nalusanga Gate, 38kms after Mumbwa, is a DNPW (Dept. of National Parks and Wildlife) check 

point and entry gate into the Kafue National Park.  Mention that you are staying at Kasabushi Camp 

and they normally suggest you pay at the 21k gate nearer the camp. There is a bustling market at 

Nalusanga and it’s the last opportunity to buy snacks and drinks.   

Enjoy the 86km drive through the Kafue National Park to Hook Bridge over the Kafue River.  From 

the bridge it is 6kms until you turn left onto the 21k road (ignore the 17k turn-off).  Kasabushi Camp 

is signed from the M9. There is a gate at the top of the 21k road which is open from 0600 to 1800 

(self-driving is allowed until 1 hour after sunset).  This gate is where DNPW park fees are paid in 

dollars or kwacha.   

After 14kms turn right onto the Spinal road and Kasabushi camp is 31kms from the turn. There are 

two seasonal river crossings on the Spinal Road:  the Sishamba and Luansanda.  It’s 16kms from the 

Luansanda crossing to camp.  Once you see the lone Palm you are 

2kms from your destination. Enjoy the journey, travel well and we 

look forward to welcoming you! 

 


